For those engaged in the modern world of museum practice, where time to reflect on the importance of our collections and the enquiry that should inform how we make use of them can easily vie with so many other imperatives, Ken Arnold\'s new book compels us to address the need to regain our perspective on the contribution of collectors and collections as sources of meaning, creativity and knowledge.

Arnold illuminates this study by an absorbing exploration of seventeenth-century English collecting activity and the birth of what he terms "museum-science". Focusing on a number of leading scholars and collectors, and on early curators such as Lord Arundel and Robert Plot, alongside the influence of scientific and philosophical thinkers of the period, he explores the creation of formal institutions that became the repositories for their activities. His early chapters show how these collectors encompassed the tradition of narrative, functional and taxonomic approaches, but which gave way in time to a dominant concern with taxonomy, through which we can trace the accumulation of the vast "survey" collections that became the foundation of the modern museum. Growing emphasis on taxonomic order arising out of contemporary philosophical concerns with education, language, memory and even theology drove forward the museum preoccupation with classification and identification to become all pervading by the nineteenth century, and reflected still in our major national and academic collections. Underlying this process was of course the exclusion of any form of material that failed to submit to this approach or alternative strategies for collecting, or for considering the meaning of what they contain.

Later chapters attempt what he considers to be the important task of connecting contemporary debate about the role of the modern curator with the seventeenth-century origins of museum collecting. Arnold explains how innovation in the way some of our best museums are seeking to regenerate their collections, through more experimental approaches to interpretation, interdisciplinary collaboration, the involvement of external "curators", and thematic projects and exhibitions, has resonance with the work of early modern curators. They are linked by their aspiration to make new discoveries by subjecting their collections to a more speculative and subjective ideas-led approach.

Arnold\'s regret at the decline of the seventeenth-century collector\'s engagement with the curious and wonderful underlies his fundamentally optimistic thesis that museums can reinvigorate their capacity to help us comprehend our natural and man-made world. His call is to redress the balance from what he sees as the current obsession for museums to ensure they are above all sources of information and education, where objects are easily obscured by images, technology and interactivity that often convey a worthy, but oppressive, overload of messages. Instead, he sets out an argument for objects as the direct focus for inspiring and provoking audiences and for museums as places where we can find pleasure and excitement, and create ideas, knowledge and understanding.

This bold and exhilarating study combines polemic relevant to the modern museum practitioner with historical insight that makes an important contribution to the study of early modern museums. It draws on wide-ranging scholarship, museological, historical and from the history of ideas, as well as expert knowledge of a museum curator. It challenges what are still fundamental values amongst a significant number of contemporary curators today; it is hard, for example, to see that many of the academic specialists working in certain national institutions would be prepared to abandon the rigorous and empirical approach that underpins their endeavours. Yet Arnold makes a refreshing and disarming plea for the regeneration of the idea of a "cabinet of curiosity" that he rightly appreciates remains central to the cultural and intellectual fascination of museums.
